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Abstract
As we are in the world of emerging technologies people have more awareness about it especially Smartphone’s.
Usage of Smartphone’s has been increased tremendously. Different operating systems (OS) are used in smart
phones such as MAC OS, Android, and Windows OS etc. Most of the applications are run on their appropriate
platform. Cloud is the simplest way to run certain application over cross platforms. Many cloud vendors are
there who provides several kinds of applications and software which can be accessed by the users. In that
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) helps us to create a cloud application over the market. However
there will be chances to occur Interoperability issues while users were working on a cross platforms. In order to
overcome this issue a framework has been proposed named Mobile Cloud Middleware (MCM). MCM will
recover the interoperability issues over multiple cloud services on mobile devices. Here in this paper we
proposed effective result to solve the Interoperability issue by integrating Mobile Enterprise with MCM.
Index Terms: Mobile Cloud Application, Application Programming Interface, Mobile Cloud computing,
Mobile Cloud Middleware, Mobile Enterprise.
© 2017 Published by MECS Publisher. Selection and/or peer review under responsibility of the Research
Association of Modern Education and Computer Science
1. Introduction
In day to day life most of the people were using Smartphone’s because of its advanced features. One of the
best features in Smartphone is cloud applications. Cloud applications are nothing but applications which are run
over cloud environment called Cloud Computing [1]. Cloud and Mobile Cloud Computing has become more
popular. Cloud Computing is a concept of connecting a large number of system or servers over real time
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network such as internet for communication. Cloud provides services such as running cloud applications
provided by cloud vendors, data storage, managing, maintenance etc.
In cloud environment user needs to access multiple tasks among mobile cloud data, so that users may face a
kind of problem known as interoperability issues. In order to avoid such issues Mobile Cloud Middleware is
used. Mobile Cloud Middleware is the key to solve the issues that are facing over the multiple cloud
approaches. In this research paper we also discussed about offloading data, which occurs large amount of
computational processing and how it will be handled easily with the help of MCM. And also MCM has an
asynchronous invocation over the mobile cloud service which leads to improve the quality of service for
mobiles to managing its responses.
2. Cloud Computing vs Mobile Cloud Computing(MCC)
Cloud Computing assures virtual infinite resources. It also includes three levels of services such as Software
as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). Cloud Computing is a
paradigm in which we can store a data permanently in the server [2]. Then the stored data can be cached
temporarily by client as they need. It is an internet based approach where we can store data, share resources, etc.
it may also allow user to modify their data which stored in cloud [3]. Mobile Cloud Computing is differs from
Cloud Computing. MCC is simplest form refers to an infrastructure. MCC allows Mobile Cloud Application to
compute power which leads to data storage, energy storage. It also makes the mobile range much broader for
mobile subscribers. Figure 1. shows the processing power and data storage in MCC.

Fig.1. Processing power and data storage in MCC

3. Mobile Cloud Middleware
Mobile cloud allows the users to process intensive task which are done by Smartphone’s and also to store it
in a domain. Smartphone’s focused on cloud in order to enrich the features of its own. It makes use of cloud to
mash up applications. Mobile Cloud Middleware become popular because most vendors provides
synchronisation services and also cloud allows to store centralized data resources like gmail, images, contacts
details in it. Mobile Cloud Middleware is based on the data synchronization approach. The main function of
this approach is to process data intensive tasks [4].
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Mobile Cloud Middleware acts as an intermediary between both cloud and mobile device. When a device
tries to connect with cloud first it connects to TP-Handler [5] which situated in middleware. Then the request
sends to MCM Manager adapter which leads to transaction process. Fig 2. shows mobile cloud architecture.

Fig.2. Mobile cloud architecture

Mobile Cloud middleware consists of push notification and mobile host technologies for processing remote
executions. Mobile host technology [6] provides asynchronous mechanisms. And also this mechanism has a
certain limitation and constraints for processing a certain platform. The following figure will represents how
the mobile host mechanism being processed.
Mobile cloud Middleware leads to asynchronous mechanisms in it. It also helps the mobile application to
manage the cloud services. An example is Android, IOS concepts which are being used by cloud services. Let
see with the help of Bakabs how the cloud services are managed. Goole analytics provides the details about
how many times a single profile is loaded. By taking the input it starts linear programming task [7]. Then it
accesses the GDATA by making use of API. Once the result is published then it sent it back to mobile device.
Mobile Cloud Middleware are consists of 4 major categories. They are Reflective, Tuple Space, Context
Aware and Event-Based middleware [8,9]. Each category may supports requirements imposed by mobility. Let
see the differences between the categories among requirement based. Fig 3. shows mobile host in MCM.
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Fig.3. Mobile host in MCM

Fig.4. Linear processing in cloud
Table 1. Categories and requirements

Reflective
Tuple Space
Context Aware
Event Based

Awareness
Yes
Yes
-

Adaptation
Yes
Yes
-

Synchronous
Yes
Yes
-

Asynchronous
Yes
Yes

Re Configuration
Yes
-
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Table 1. tells that Awareness, Adaptation and Synchronous are the requirements needed for Reflective and
Context Aware middleware technologies. The Tuple Space and Event Based Technologies needs the only
requirement is Asynchronous. Fig 5. shows the linear processing in cloud.
3.1 Reflective Technology
Reflective Middleware is normally used in programming language in order to design more extensible
languages. Main principle of Reflection technique is to access the program and make changes of its own
behaviour. It may also used in Operating Systems.
Reflection Middleware have 2 types of levels.
(i)

Meta level:

It can be accessed through reification i.e. exposing internal representation which is in the state of hidden. It
leads to access the base level application.
(ii) Base level:
In base level reflective technique supports inspection and adaptation. It leads applications to take
responsibilities of inspecting middleware and adapting behaviour of its own.
3.2 Tuple Space Technology
Tuple Space Middleware is developed by Gelernter in order to overcome frequent disconnections over
wireless communications. Tuple Space consists of memory space with globally shared addresses which helps to
communicate. Tuple Space technique is similar to template which compares the contents in tuple space during
retrieval. Tuple Space is much better in the field where physical mobility and logical mobility involved.
3.3 Context Aware Technology
Context Aware Technology is developed to predict the frequent disconnections of communication over
mobile devices [10-17] die to the continuous flow of user’s mobility. Quality of bandwidth may vary quickly
based on user’s mobility from one location to another. To predict it middleware displays context info in order
to create awareness of dynamic change in application environment [18, 19].
3.4 Event Based Technology
Event Based Middleware is a process of communication which deals with large environment. It makes use of
basic paradigm named Event Notification for communication which includes data (request or message). Events
are received in the basis of client interest i.e. client or user have to subscribe a particular event. It also use
decoupled paradigm for many to many communication between servers and clients.
4. Mobile Enterprise
Mobile Enterprise (as shown in Fig. 5) is an application that helps the user to develop a mobile application in
various operating systems. Mobile enterprise environment is straight forward in which user needs a minimal
programming knowledge and experience to develop a mobile application. It includes the features like drag and
drop to develop an application.
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Fig.5. Mobile Enterprise Architecture







MEAPs allow the user to develop an application without developer background.
Most of the parts in MEAPs are highly upgradable.
It allows other devices to consume application from centralized location.
It cannot be migrated.
In mobility customers MEAPs is an most growing area of interest

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper explains about several services provided by cloud and the problems faced over mobile cloud
application. Mobile Computing Middleware would help to do a better performance over the mobile cloud
applications. MCM boosts asynchronous mobile cloud service invocation to perform parallel activities in
mobile devices. It also rectifies the scalability issues over the cloud and also it can be magnificent with many
web technologies.
Here the one other proposal was upgrading the Mobile Cloud Middleware (MCM) to Mobile Enterprise.
Mobile enterprise sets in a cellular network to compete in mobile hosts. This Mobile Enterprise analysis will
recreate the Mobile Web Services Mediation Framework (MWSMF) regarding on ESB technology which helps
in administrating QoS discovery and some issues over mobile web services. The main motive is to integrate
MCM in MWSMF is to cater single interface for mobile web services and mobile cloud services.
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